
Ninebanks Youth Hostel & Chalet
Orchard House, Mohope, Hexham, Northumberland. NE47 8DQ

Freehold £675,000



Excellent 28 bed hostel business plus two room chalet

6445174 - 2 -

Charming four-bedroom owners’ cottage included

Idyllic location in North Pennines Area of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty, site area of 0.27 acres

Secluded position but market towns nearby, 

connected to Superfast Broadband, ideal for 

working from home

Versatile and profitable lifestyle opportunity, 

profits approaching £60,000

5-star ratings on Tripadvisor and Facebook

Recently refurbished, very well presented throughout



LOCATION

Positioned under the crest of a hill overlooking a 

picturesque valley in the North Pennines Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty  is Ninebanks Hostel and 

Chalet. Close to the hamlet of Mohope and reached 

via a small lane from the A686 (one of the most 

spectacular roads in the UK) which links Haydon 

Bridge in Northumberland and Alston in Cumbria, the 

hostel is superbly positioned to attract visitors to the 

region, whether it be for walking along Hadrian’s Wall, 

rambling in the Pennines or cycling one of the many 

national cycleways in the area. 

Although peaceful and secluded, Ninebanks has 

Superfast Broadband and is close to a number of

market towns including Hexham, Allendale and 

Penrith while nearby villages provide cafes, pubs, 

restaurants and shops. 

The Lake District is less than an hour’s drive and 

Northumberland National Park, home to one of the 

world’s largest Dark Sky Park, is a similar distance to 

the north. The A69 connects the area to the cities of 

Newcastle and Carlisle and the M6 motorway 

provides links to the Scotland and the North-West. 

Golf Club.

Manchester 
International Airport

Manchester 
City Centre

M62
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NinebanksYouth Hostel & Chalet

THE HOSTEL

Formerly two attached cottages dating back 

to the 1700s and retaining much of its 

original charm, the hostel has recently 

undergone refurbishment and now provides 

high quality  accommodation.

There are six en suite bedrooms 

incorporating 28 beds in total, providing 

spacious and versatile letting space, each 

named after minerals from the lead mining 

industry - a heritage of the areas past. There 

is also a lovely sitting room with wood 

burning stove set in an “Inglenook” fireplace, 

a stone floor, oak ceiling beams and a large 

window offering stunning landscape views. 

The large farmhouse style kitchen is well 

equipped to provide for all guests whether 

that be self-catering or full-service meals 

and the spacious breakfast room/restaurant 

can seat over 20 guests at a time. 

Please click below to view the hostel’s 

website.

WEBSITE
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https://www.ninebanks.org.uk/




NinebanksYouth Hostel & Chalet

THE CHALET

At the rear of the hostel is the Chalet 

which provides two further 

interconnecting bedrooms providing a 

further four bed spaces. Each room has a 

wood burning stove and en suite shower 

room plus a small modern kitchenette 

and dining table. 

Similar to the hostel, the Chalet is very 

well presented with a “lodge” feel and is 

a very useful and versatile addition to the 

bedroom stock.
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NinebanksYouth Hostel & Chalet

OWNERS’ COTTAGE

Also dating back to the 18th century is 

the owners house, a lovely, detached 

period cottage adjacent to the hostel 

and chalet. It is very rare for living 

accommodation attached to a business 

to be so spacious, charming and able to 

provide such stunning views of the 

surrounding fells. 

The lounge features a stone “Inglenook” 

fireplace with wood burning stove, and 

the farmhouse style kitchen features a

Rayburn range cooker. 

There are four bedrooms over two floors 

with two bathrooms plus parking to the 

side.
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NinebanksYouth Hostel & Chalet

EXTERNAL

To the front of the hostel is a pretty 

patio garden laid to gravel with low 

“railway sleeper” retaining walls and 

this provides a very peaceful and 

picturesque environment for guests to 

enjoy outdoor drinks and meals while 

enjoying the breath-taking views.

Between the buildings, the walkways 

and paths are well kept with occasional 

seating all of which is in keeping with 

the natural appeal of the business, the 

buildings and the surroundings. The 

site extends to 0.27 acres.
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NinebanksYouth Hostel & Chalet

THE OPPORTUNITY

It is difficult to imagine a more idyllic lifestyle than 

running a leisure led business in such a beautiful part 

of the world. With living accommodation just a few 

steps away from their business and with clientele 

who are invariably on holiday. 

Our sellers are able to enjoy a peaceful and versatile 

working life with as much or as little free time as they 

choose while still making a healthy living and 

maintaining an excellent level of customer service 

and reviews.
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NinebanksYouth Hostel & Chalet

CONTACT DETAILS

No direct approach may be made to the business. 

For an appointment to view, or for further 

information, please contact:

Mark Worley

Director - Hotels +44 (0) 7791 980 852

E mark.worley@christie.com
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TRADING INFORMATION

Profits are approaching £60,000.  Trade accounts 

are available on request.

These sales particulars are prepared as a general guide to the property (which expression includes business and trade content, if any, included in the sale) for the convenience of a prospective purchaser or tenant (an “acquirer”) and are intended for business people 

familiar with commercial transactions. If you are not sure that you fit this description you should take relevant independent advice before proceeding further. Christie & Co (“the Agent”) for themselves and for the vendors, owners or landlords of the property (together 

the “Client”) whose agents Christie &  Co are, give notice that: (a) These particulars are made without responsibility on the part of the Agent or the Client; they do not obviate the need to make appropriate searches, enquiries and inspections, nor do they constitute any 

part of an offer or contract, and statements herein are not to be relied upon as statements or representations of fact; any acquirer must satisfy himself, by inspection or otherwise, as to their correctness and any error, omission or misdescription therein shall not affect 

or annul the sale or be grounds for rescission or compensation; (b) The Client does not make or give, and neither The Agent, nor any of their employees has any authority to make or give, any representation or warranty whatsoever in relation to the property; (c) The 

Agent has not carried out a detailed survey, nor tested the services, appliances and specific fittings; (d) Dimensions (where given) are approximate and should be verified by an acquirer; and (e) Any accounts or financial statements or registration information provided to 

an acquirer are provided on behalf of the Client by The Agent, who cannot therefore offer any guarantee of their completeness or accuracy, and accordingly shall not be liable for any loss, damage, cost, expenses or other claims for compensation arising from 

inaccuracies or omissions therein. These details were believed to be correct at the date of publication but their accuracy is not guaranteed. Subject to contract. Copyright reserved The Agent. April 2023 The Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds 

(Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017 came into force on 26 June 2017. This now requires us to conduct due diligence on property purchasers. Once an offer has been accepted, the prospective purchaser(s) will need to provide, as a minimum, proof of identity 

and residence.

mailto:david.lee@christie.com
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